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Are syntactic choices influenced by the need to avoid ambiguity?Studies of the use of that
with English embedded clauses have reached negative conclusions on this point. It is argued
here that these conclusions may be premature.Statistical analysis of another phenomenon of
English-use of the optionalrelativepronounor complementizerwith object relativeclauses-in
and ANAPHORICITY
contributeto syntactic
AVOIDANCE
written text suggests that both AMBIGUITY
choices. Ambiguity avoidance is shown to operate at a 'strategic' level, influenced by general
considerationsof syntactic structure,but not by lexical distinctions or pragmaticfactors.*

1. AMBIGUITY AVOIDANCE.By all accounts,linguisticcommunicationinvolves a syntacticrepresentationof some kind, transmittedfromproducerto perceivervia a sequence
of words.Forthis processto occur successfully, the syntacticstructuremustbe inferable
from the words: that is to say, ambiguity must be avoided. It is naturalto wonder if
this principlemight have explanatoryvalue in the study of syntax. Perhapscertainfacts
about syntactic structure-not all of which have been satisfactorilyaccountedfor by
othermeans-could be explainedin termsof the need to avoid, or at least to minimize,
ambiguity, and of the tendency of languages to develop in such a way that this need
is met.
The idea of AMBIGUITY
AVOIDANCE
has received only occasional attentionin studies
of syntax. One important discussion is found in Bever 1970 (see also Bever &
Langendoen 1971). Bever suggested that the requirementof a relative pronounin English subject relative clauses (la,b) may be due to the fact that such clauses would
often be ambiguous,seeming like mainclauses, withoutone.' In object relativeclauses,
where the relative pronounis optional, this ambiguitydoes not arise (lc,d).
(1) a. *The man hired me was very tall.
b. The man who hired me was very tall.
c. The man I hired was very tall.
d. The man who(m) I hired was very tall.
Similar reasoning,Bever suggested, might account for the fact that a complementizer
is requiredpreceding a clause in subject position (2a,b); without one, there is again a
danger of interpretingit as the main clause.
(2) a. *John is sick is quite evident.
b. That John is sick is quite evident.
We should note thatthe potentialambiguityarisingfrom examples la and 2a-assuming thatthey were syntacticallyallowed-would only be temporary;the correctanalysis
would eventually be clear (at least in these cases). What is at issue, then, is not the
ambiguityof the complete sentence, but a local ambiguityor 'garden-path'effect that
might temporarilyimpede processing.
In a similarvein, Hankamer(1973) proposesthatcertainconstructionsmay be prohibited on the grounds that they would routinely cause ambiguities. Hankamerfocuses
particularlyon gapped constructions.For example, you cannot say Max gave Sally a
nickel, and Harveya dime, meaningthatHarveygave Sally a dime; the reason,accord* Thanks are due to Tom Wasow and an
anonymousreferee for many helpful suggestions on an earlier
draft of this article, and to Paul von Hippel for statisticaladvice.
' Not all dialects of
English requirea relative pronounin subject relative clauses (see n. 22).
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ing to Hankamer,is that this sentence is open to anotherinterpretation(that Max gave
Harveya dime). These observationsby Bever and Hankamer,as well as several others,
are brought together by Frazier (1985), who proposes what she calls the IMPERMISSIBLE
AMBIGUITY
CONSTRAINT:
constructions that would lead to ambiguities or misanalyses

on every occurrencetend to be prohibited.
Ambiguity avoidancehas also been occasionally mentionedin connectionwith syntactic change. Sometimes, a change in a languageappearsto result in the loss of some
kind of syntactic information,while another(more or less contemporaneous)change
seems to introduce the same informationin another form. For example, in Middle
English, the loss of word endings indicatingcase roughly coincided with the development of fixed S-V-O word order, so that case was indicated by word order instead
(Pyles 1971, Danchev 1991, Smith 1996). In such situations,it is temptingto suppose
thatthe information-losingchange (loss of word endings) createda problemof ambiguity which had to be resolved by other means (fixed word order)-though it may also
be thatthe new form of the informationwas addedfirst, makingthe old form redundant.
Syntactic changes may also be triggeredby phonological changes; Harris(1978) suggests that the loss of word-final/s/ in French caused an ambiguitybetween singular
and pluralnoun forms,which was then compensatedfor by the additionof an obligatory
determiner(les) on plural forms.2
Before proceeding,one other approachto syntax deserves some discussion. This is
what might be called the 'processing' approach,as it attempts to explain syntactic
regularitiesfrom the perspectiveof perception:what kinds of syntactic structurescan
be processed most rapidly and easily? An example is Kuno's 1974 study of 'centerembedded'constructions(like Themousethe cat the dog chased chased ran); according
to Kuno, the difficulty of processing such sentences-and their rarity in language
use-is due to the fact thatthey requireseveralincompleteconstituentsto be maintained

CONSTITUENT
simultaneously. A more recent example is Hawkins's EARLYIMMEDIATE

(EIC) theory (1994), which attemptsto accountfor a range of syntacticphenomenain
various languages.One phenomenonin English concernsverb phrasescontainingboth
an NP and a PP; while the normal order of consitutentsin this case is VP NP PP, if
the NP is much longer than the PP it tends to be shifted to the end.
(3) a. He [vp sold [NP the ring] [ppfor five dollars]]
b. He [vP sold [ppfor five dollars] [NP the gold ring that his grandmother
had given him as a presentwhen he was five years old]]
c. ?He [vp sold [NP the gold ring that his grandmotherhad given him as
a present when he was five years old] [ppfor five dollars]]
A similarphenomenonarises with two-wordtransitiveverbs:if the object noun phrase
is long, it will tend to be shifted after the particle. (One might say I picked the book
up, but not I picked the book that you wanted to read this weekend up.) Again, these
preferencesfor certain syntactic constructionsover others are explained in terms of
their ease of processing. Hawkins's EIC theory states that processing is facilitated if
the daughterconstituentsof a node can be identified rapidly,within a short 'window'
of a few words. In the case of verbs with NP and PP, if the NP is long, the daughter
constituentsof the VP (the V, NP, and PP) can be identified more quickly if the PP
2 A related question is whetherphonological
changes themselves can be seen as functional-driven by
considerationsof meaning.For example, in cases where final consonantsare deleted, does this occur more
often in cases where the deleted consonantis informationallyredundant?See Kiparsky1982 for an argument
in favor of this idea, Labov 1994 and Guy 1997 for more skeptical views.
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is placed first. (This can be seen intuitively, as example 3b is much easier to process
than 3c.)
While the processing approachoffers convincing explanationsof many phenomena,
it is importantto distinguishit from the ambiguity-avoidanceapproach.Facilitationof
processing and avoidance of ambiguity are certainly related;as noted with regardto
the Bever examples, ambiguous sentences are usually difficult to process. But the
converseis not necessarilytrue;sentenceslike Themouse the cat the dog chased chased
ran are certainlydifficult to process, but is there at any point a sense of ambiguityor
'gardenpath'-a dangerof entertainingan INCORRECT
analysis? The primaryissue is
not ambiguityper se, but rathermemoryload: some structuresimpose greatermemory
demandsthanothers.(Accordingto Hawkins'sEICtheory,the complexityof a sentence
is relatedto 'the numberof phrasalnodes whose structuremust be computedsimultaneously' [1994:60].) In short,facilitationof processing and ambiguityavoidance are not
the same thing; we might regard ambiguity avoidance as an ASPECT
of processing
facilitation,along with other aspects such as those discussed by Kuno and Hawkins.3
2. AMBIGUITYAVOIDANCEIN SYNTAX: THREEPOSSIBILITIES.If ambiguity avoidance
is a factor in syntax, how might we expect it to manifest itself? There are three broad
possibilities.
(i) Ambiguity avoidance could play a role in the formation of general syntactic
principles-either in universal principles of syntax, or in rules of particularlanguages. What Bever proposes seems to be along these lines (the rules at issue here
are language-specificratherthan universal):the syntacticrule that relativepronouns
are requiredin subject relative clauses but not object ones, Bever suggests, is due
to the need to reduce ambiguity. Changes in syntactic rules driven by ambiguity
avoidance would also fall into this category.
(ii) Ambiguity avoidance could influence syntactic strategies. By 'syntactic strategy', I refer to regularitiesof syntactic behavior that cannot be considered actual
rules; often these arise in cases where there is more than one syntacticallycorrect
way to express something. An example discussed in ?1 is the fact that where a VP
has an NP plus anothercomplement,the NP is more likely to be placed last if it is
longer (thougheither orderis syntacticallycorrect).I cite this simply as an example
of a well-documentedsyntacticstrategy,not necessarilyas a strategythatis motivated
by ambiguityavoidance;rather,it appearsto be due to other factors (Arnold et al.
thattherewould be syntacticstrategies
2000). But it is certainlypossible INPRINCIPLE
motivatedby ambiguityavoidance. (Otherpossible examples of this are considered
in what follows.)
Strategic ambiguity avoidance might take the form of rather general strategies-syntactic patternsor constructionsthat are preferredor avoided. It might also
involve more specific lexical factors:that is, the choice between two syntacticconstructionsmight be affectedby the specific words involved. This might be motivated
by the fact that certainwords within a syntacticcategorymay be more versatilethan
others,andthus moreproneto ambiguity.Again, examplesof such 'lexical strategies'
are presentedbelow.
3 Indeed, Hawkins himself adopts an ambiguity-avoidanceexplanation for certain phenomena. He observes, for example, thatmany predominantlyhead-finallanguageshave head-initialpositioningfor complementizers of embeddedclauses and for antecedentNPs of relative clauses. This may be due to ambiguity
avoidance;placing the head of a dependentclause first preventselements of the clause from being misidentified as main-clauseelements.
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(iii) Ambiguity avoidance could come into play in a highly situation-specific,ad
hoc fashion. Whether a sentence is actually ambiguous may depend not only on
broad syntactic considerations,but also on a host of other factors, both semantic
(whetherthereis more than one semanticallyplausibleinterpretation)and pragmatic
(the context and the expectations of the perceiver). Speakersand writersmay take
all of these factorsinto consideration,and adjusttheirsyntaxso as to avoid ambiguity
wheneverthe dangerarises.I will call this possibility 'tacticalambiguityavoidance'.
WhatI call 'strategic'and 'tactical'ambiguityavoidancearesimilarin thatbothinvolve
syntactic choice. The difference is that in the 'strategic' case, the factors involved are
primarilysyntactic(or lexical), whereasin the 'tactical'case they may include semantic
and pragmaticconsiderationsas well.
My focus in this paperis on strategicambiguityavoidance-cases where producers
have a choice between alternativesyntactic constructions,and the role that syntactic
and lexical factors might play in such choices. In what follows, I discuss two important
sites of syntactic choice in English: the use of that in embeddedclauses, and the use
of complementizersor relative pronounsin object relative clauses. In the first case, I
review researchby others (on both speech and written language) who cast doubt on
the ambiguity-avoidancehypothesis; I question whether the data really justify this
conclusion. In the second case, I examine new datasuggestingthatambiguityavoidance
does, indeed, play an importantrole in syntactic choices, though in a ratherdifferent
way than has previously been considered.
In English embedded clauses (also
3. A CASESTUDY:
that IN EMBEDDED
CLAUSES.
known as object clauses or sententialcomplements),the inclusion of the overt complementizer that is (for most verbs) optional:
(4) a. He said he was coming.
b. He said that he was coming.
c. She knew the story was true.
d. She knew that the story was true.
Whetheror not to include thatis thus a choice thatEnglish speakersconstantlyconfront.
It seems possible that one factor here would be the avoidance of ambiguity.Note that
some verbs allowing embeddedclauses, such as know, are also transitive,allowing a
direct object. In that case, the omission of that could result in a 'garden-path'effect,
in which the intendedsubjectof the embeddedclause was understoodas a directobject
(she knew the story). Possibly, the use of that is tailored to avoid such ambiguities.
Clearly what is at issue here is not a general syntactic rule (always use that with
embedded clauses), or even lexical rules (always use that after certain verbs), since
the use of that is (with many verbs) optional. However, there might be a syntactic
strategyinvolved, favoring the inclusion of that undercertainsyntactic circumstances
that are otherwiselikely to be ambiguous;or one might find tacticaluse of that simply
to avoid ambiguityin specific cases.
Two studies have examined the use of that in embedded-clause(EC) constructions.
Elsness (1984) studiedembeddedclauses in the Brown corpus,a large corpusof written
text, and presents several conclusions about the factors involved in the use of that.
Elsness notes, first of all, that in cases where an adverbialphrase occurs between the
matrixverb and the embeddedclause, that is much more likely to occur than in other
cases-that is, 5a would be more likely than 5b:
(5) a. John said on Fridaythat he was coming.
b. John said on Fridayhe was coming.
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Elsness notes the possibility that this may be intendedto reduce ambiguity-specifically, an ambiguity as to whether the adverbialphrasebelongs to the main clause or
the embeddedclause (such ambiguitiescould evidently arise in cases like 5b).
Another strongpatternemerging from Elsness's data is that that is less likely to be
used when the subject of the embeddedclause is a pronoun.(That is used in 25% of
cases with pronounsubjects,60% with other subjects.)Elsness observes that this, too,
could be explainedin ambiguity-avoidanceterms:some pronounshave distinctnominative and accusativeforms; thus there should be no dangerof mistakingthe embeddedclause subject for a direct object.
(6) a. He knows I ... (am coming).
b. He knows me.
However, Elsness argues, the hypothesisthat the relatively infrequentuse of that with
be used with
pronounsubjects is due to ambiguityavoidance suggests that it WOULD
pronouns like you that do not distinguish nominative and accusative forms. Yet no
difference was detected in the use of that between cases where the embedded subject
was a case-distinguishingpronoun and cases where it was not. Thus the ambiguityavoidance explanationseems to fail in this case.
A related finding in Elsness's study is that that is less likely to be used in cases
where the subject of the embedded clause refers to something already mentioned in
the discourse.This might account for the fact that that is used less often with pronoun
EC subjects, since pronounsare most likely to be anaphoric.Even among embedded
clauses with pronounsubjects, Elsness observes, that is less likely to occur if the EC
subjectand the subjectof the main clause are coreferential.4With othertypes of subject
noun phrase,that is used more often with indefinitenoun phrasesas opposed to definite
ones; and, Elsness argues,definite noun phrasesare much more likely to be anaphoric
(thoughthey are not always). In terms of discourse structure,Elsness suggests that the
omission of that may serve to bind the embeddedclause more closely to the previous
context-as would be appropriateif the clause containsanaphoricreferences-whereas
the use of that detaches it.
Furthersupportfor the role of anaphoricityin the use of that with embeddedclauses
is provided in an experimentalstudy by Ferreiraand Dell (2000). Ferreiraand Dell
showed severalsentencesto subjectsandthen askedthem to recall one of the sentences,
given certain words as recall cues. In one experiment,the sentences given included
one of the following (sometimes with that and sometimes not):
(7) a. I knew (that) I had booked a flight for tomorrow.
b. I knew (that) you had booked a flight for tomorrow.
c. You knew (that) I had booked a flight for tomorrow.
d. You knew (that) you had booked a flight for tomorrow.
The dependentvariableof interestwas whethersubjectswould include that in recalling
the sentence.The authorsfollowed the reasoningdiscussed earlierby Elsness: an ambiguity-avoidancestrategyshouldresultin greateruse of thatin cases wherethe following
subject is the ambiguousyou, ratherthan the unambiguousI. (Actually, as the authors
point out, the danger of ambiguity only really arises in 7b; in 7d, you could not be
mistakenfor the directobject of the main clause, as the reflexive form yourself would
be requiredin this case.) Ferreiraand Dell also tested an alternativeexplanationfor
4 The differencebetweencoreferentialand noncoreferential
pronounswas significantin one of two corpora
examined by Elsness.
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the use of that in EC situations:an 'availability'hypothesis.Accordingto this hypothesis, the use of optional that is designed to give the speakeradditionaltime to access
the needed lexical item for the following subject; it is, then, a kind of placeholder
designed to maintainspeaking fluency. If the item at issue has already been used in
the conversation,it is likely to be easily accessible; thus no placeholderis needed. This
would predicta greateruse of that when the EC subject is not the same as the matrix
subject.The datasupportedthe availabilityhypothesis.Thatwas used significantlyless
often in coreferentialsentences, such as 7a,d, than in noncoreferentialones. However,
there was no specific preferencefor that in potentiallyambiguouscases like 7b, again
casting doubt on the ambiguity-avoidancehypothesis.
For Ferreiraand Dell, then, the primaryfactorin the use of that is that it is preferred
in cases where the EC subject is nonanaphoric;Elsness, too, seems to emphasize this
as the most importantfactor. We should note, however, that these authors advance
ratherdifferent explanations for this phenomenon.In Elsness's view, the reason for
the preference for that with nonanaphoricEC subjects is informational.Using that
conveys a certainseparationbetweenthe EC subjectandthe previousdiscourse,perhaps
cueing the perceiverthatthe subjectis indeednot anaphoric;omittingit createsa 'closer
clausejuncture'andthus carriesthe opposite implication.Ferreiraand Dell, by contrast,
attributethe greateruse of that with nonanaphoricsubjects to constraintson on-line
speechproduction:previouslymentioneditems aremorereadilyavailableto the speaker
and can be producedmore quickly; thus no that is necessary. While this issue is not
our main concern, it should be pointed out that the mere fact that the phenomenonat
issue has been demonstratedin both speech and writingwould seem to favor Elsness's
explanationover Ferreiraand Dell's. Ferreiraand Dell's accountcenterson the speaker's need for fluency-the reluctance to disrupt the flow of words for even a split
To the extent
second. But it is hardto see why this argumentwould apply to WRITING.
that the role of anaphoricityin the use of that proves real in both speech and writing,
then, an information-basedexplanationseems more plausible than a production-based
one.
Taken together, these studies would seem to warrantsome skepticism as to the
importanceof ambiguity avoidance in syntactic choices. However, some important
questionsremain.In termsof the frameworkpresentedin ?2 of this paper,these studies
seem to focus mainly on LEXICAL
syntactic strategies.Both Elsness (using writtentext)
and Ferreiraand Dell (using speech) found that there was no greatertendency to use
that precedingthe case-ambiguouspronounyou, as opposed to unambiguouspronouns
like I or she. However, Elsness found a strongGENERAL
tendency to omit that in cases
where pronounsare used. It could well be arguedthat this, in itself, is an ambiguityavoidancemechanism.Since most personalpronouns-all exceptyou and it-are casespecific, whereasothernoun phrasesare not, it can be seen thatembeddedclauses with
pronounsubjects (8a) will generally be less ambiguousthan those without (8b).
(8) a. I believe I/she/we/they ...
b. I believe the doctor/yourreport/Mary...
In short,the relative preferencefor that with nonpronounsubjectscould be accounted
for by a general strategyto this effect.
The strategyjust proposed-favoring that with nonpronounsubjects-cannot account for all of Elsness's and Ferreiraand Dell's findings. Both studies found that that
is used less with pronounsthat are coreferentialwith the main-clausesubjectthan with
other pronouns;Elsness also suggested that, among nonpronounEC subjects,that was
used less when the subject was anaphoric(though the data for this was inconclusive).
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On the other hand, one importantphenomenonobserved by Elsness-the tendency to
includethatin embeddedclauses with adverbialmodifiers-is explainedby the ambiguity-avoidancemodel and not the anaphoricitymodel. On balance, then, the evidence
is inconclusive. In any case, there are grounds for furtherexploration of syntactic
choices and how they are affected by ambiguityavoidance and other factors.
4. RELATIVE PRONOUNS OR COMPLEMENTIZERS WITH OBJECT RELATIVE CLAUSES. To

gain furtherinsight into factors guiding syntactic strategies,it seemed worthwhileto
consider another common situation of syntactic choice. In English relative clauses,
eitherthe complementizerthat or a relativepronounsuch as who or which is obligatory
in cases where the antecedentor 'matrix' noun phrase is the implied subject of the
relative clause; see 9a,b. However, when the matrixnoun phraseis the implied object
of the relative clause, the relative pronounor complementizeris optional (9c,d).5
(9) a. The dog that/who/whichchased me was black.
b. *The dog chased me was black.
c. The dog that/who/whom/whichI chased was black.
d. The dog I chased was black.
As noted earlier,it has been suggested that this rule in itself might reflect pressuresof
ambiguityavoidance;9b, if permitted,might easily mislead the perceiverinto thinking
that chased was the main verb. In light of this, it is naturalto wonder whether the
choice of includingor omittinga complementizeror relative pronounin object relative
clauses is guided in partby ambiguityavoidance.6
Two points must be clarified.First, our concern here is only with restrictiverelative
clauses. In nonrestrictive object relative clauses-The dog, which I chased, was
black-a relative pronounis obligatory, so there is no choice to be made. Second, I
do not distinguish between the use of relative pronouns and complementizers;the
models to be consideredappearto make the same predictionsfor eitherone. The choice
at issue, then, is between either (i) an overt relative pronoun or complementizer(I
abbreviatethis as 'RP/comp'), or (ii) nothing (sometimes indicatedas '0').
As with embedded clauses, the potentialfor ambiguitywith object relative clauses
would appearto dependon the natureof the relativeclause (RC) subject,but in a rather
different way. Consider the abstractsyntactic structuresshown in Table 1-possible
object RC constructionswith no RP/comp-and the examples of each one shown at
right. Let us assume that, in the normal case, the antecedentNP involves at least a
common noun (restrictiverelative clauses attachedto pronouns or propernouns are
extremely rare);it may or may not involve a determiner.Suppose the relative clause
5 In no case is it permittedto include both a complementizerand a relative pronoun:*The dog that which
chased me was black. Some earlierstages of English did allow 'which that' (sometimes known as a 'doublyfilled complementizer'),as do some dialects of Englishtoday;our concernhere is only with standardEnglish.
6
Little researchhas been done relating specifically to relative pronoun use in object relative clauses.
Several statistical studies have been done regardingrelative pronoun choice across all types of relative
constructionin English--subject, object, indirectobject, prepositional,genitive, locative, and manner.These
studies are largely concernedwith patternsof usage across categories (Biesenbach-Lucas1987, Kikai et al.
1987, Guy & Bayley 1995). Guy and Bayley note that null and that choices in restrictiverelative clauses
are more common in speech, while wH-formsare relativelyfavored in writing.Anotherfactor cited by both
Kikai and colleagues and Guy and Bayley is the animacy of the antecedent:wH-formsare biased towards
animatesubjects,0 less so, and that least of all. Guy and Bayley also observe that WH-and that are favored
over 0 in cases where the relative clause is separatedfrom the antecedent,echoing Elsness's finding with
regardto embeddedclauses; the authorspoint out that this may reflect considerationsof parsing.(The latter
two points are considered furtherin ?5.)
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A

(D) N

Pronoun

B
C

D
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EXAMPLES

1.
2.
3.
4.

The lawyer I ...
The lawyer you ...
We saw the lawyer I ...
Lawyers I ...
N
D
N
5. The lawyer the company ...
(D)
6. This is the lawyer the company ...
N
7. The lawyer companies ...
(D) N
8. The car companies ...
9. A lawyer companies ...
10. Lawyers companies ...
11. The lawyer big companies ...
N
NP
12. The lawyer Smith ...
(D)
Proper
13. The lawyers Smith ...
14. A lawyer Smith ...
TABLE1. Possible relative clause constructions.

begins with a pronoun(categoryA in Table 1). In general, the syntactic structurewill
now be clear; it more or less has to be an object RC situation.This holds true whether
or not the matrix NP is in subject position (as in items 1 and 2 in Table 1) or object
position (as in item 3). Notice also that in this case (unlike the EC case), it makes no
difference whether the pronounis case-specific (as in item 1) or not (as in item 2);
ambiguity does not arise in either situation. Nor is the situation affected by whether
the matrixnoun phrasehas a determiner(compareitems 1 and 4).
Consider also the case where the RC subject involves a determinerfollowed by a
noun (category B). The situationis the same as with a pronounsubject: there seems
little dangerof ambiguity,whetheror not the matrixsubjectcarries a determiner,and
whether or not the matrix NP is in subject or object position. The same holds true if
the RC subject noun is preceded by a possessive pronoun(The lawyer my company
...) or quantifier(The lawyer many/both/somecompanies .. .). For convenience, these
kinds of words are all classed as determinersin what follows. (When used in a standalone fashion, quantifierslike many and some can be considered pronouns, and are
thus groupedin category A.)
Now consider the case where the RC subject is a plural or mass noun, without a
determiner(in the case of singularcount nouns, a determineris of course obligatory).
In this case, the risk of ambiguityis very real: the matrix NP and RC subject might
seem to form a single noun phrase,with the head noun of the matrixNP being a noun
modifier to the RC subject(items 7 and 8). This could occur regardlessof the position
of the matrix noun phrase in the sentence. It does, however, depend on a numberof
other syntacticfactors.(Of course, semanticfactorscould also affect the situation-for
one thing, some combinations of noun modifier and noun are more plausible than
others;I returnto this issue in a later section.) If the matrixnoun phrasehas a singular
determiner,as in item 9, no ambiguityoccurs, as this determineris incompatiblewith
the plural/massRC subject. If the matrix noun phrase is plural (item 10), ambiguity
becomes less likely, as noun-modifiersarerarelyplural;however,pluralnoun-modifiers
are far from unheardof (considercases like weapons violations, human rights issues,
narcotics officer, appeals court, securitiesfirm, andfutures market).An adjectivepreceding the RC subject(item 11) would also reduce ambiguity,though again not eliminate it; noun phrases in which a noun-modifierprecedes an adjective do sometimes
occur (consider phraseslike city clerical workerand object relative clause).
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A final general case involves relative clauses with proper-nounsubjects (items
12-14). Here,too, ambiguitymay arise:the matrixNP andRC subjectmayjoin together
into a single nounphrase.Such constructions--sometimes called restrictiveappositives
(Quirk et al. 1985)-are fairly frequent in phrases like the actor Paul Newman and
the accountingfirm Smithand Jones. Again, variousfactorscould eliminatethe ambiguity; if the matrixnoun is plural(item 13), or precededby an indefinitedeterminer(item
14), the appositive interpretationbecomes much less plausible.7
To summarize,the risk of ambiguityis greatly affected by the natureof the relative
clause subject. Any relative clause can be categorized into one of the four categories
just presented,accordingto the structureof the RC subject:(A) pronoun;(B) common
noun with determiner;(C) common noun with no determiner;(D) propernoun or noun
phrase.The ambiguity-avoidancehypothesispredictsthat RP/compwould be included
more often in categories C and D, less often in categories A and B.
Informalinspectionof writtentext from various sources suggested thatthis hypothesis might be borne out. The following examples (all taken from the New YorkTimes)
are illustrative;each one contains an object relative clause in which RP/comp is included. (Italics have been added to indicate the segment of interest.)
(10) a. The biological toll that logging can take on a landscapeis well known,
a toll that is especially harshon a forest hit hardby high-intensityfires.
b. The Senatebill would requirecompanieseitherto forgo the tax deduction
that corporations take when employees exercise options or to include
the cost of options, as estimatedby a complex formula,in their income
statement.
c. The company's sensor chip is being used in a single-lens reflex camera
that Sigma, a Japanese camera and lens maker, plans to begin selling
for about $3,000 later this month.
d. It is a harshcomeuppancefor the company that BernardJ. Ebbers first
outlined on a napkin in 1985, expanded throughdozens of acquisitions
and built into one of the most prominentsuccess stories of the 1990's.
(Examples 10a,b would belong to category C; 10c,d would belong to category D.)
Consider,in each case, how the sentence would readif that were omitted.The intended
meaning of the sentence could probablystill be inferred,throughthe use of semantic
and pragmatic information. But the omission of that produces a cluster of lexical
items-biological toll logging, single-lens reflexcameraSigma-which could certainly
cause at least momentaryconfusion or misinterpretation.It seems plausible that the
function of RP/compin object relativeclauses, at least in part,is to reducethe potential
for such confusions.8
The categorizationsystem proposedhere might be questioned.As mentionedearlier,
ambiguityis also affectedby more fine-grainedsyntacticdistinctionswithin these categories: for example, in category C, whether the RC subject noun is preceded by an
7 A commonly arising complicationhere is actual titles, such as Mr. If such a title is used before the RC
subject, it makes it clear that the phrase is anaphoric,and thus an appositive interpretationis unlikely: one
would not say The actor Mr. Newman attended the event. However, properNPs with titles were included
in category D nonetheless.
8 Actually, in some cases, the ambiguity is not just of the 'garden-path'kind, but persists until the end
of the sentence.In 10b, for example,if that is omitted,the sentenceremainsambiguous(at least syntactically)
even when seen in its entirety:it could be that the tax is the matrixNP and deduction corporationsis the
RC subject.
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adjective,or whetherthe matrixNP carriesa singulardeterminer.But this is not a fatal
problem for the proposed model. Even if not all determinerlesscommon-noun RC
subjectsresultin ambiguities,it may well be the case thatthey sometimescause ambiguities (more often than, say, pronouns),and that a general strategy of using RP/comp
with such subjectswould be, on balance, advantageous.In any case, this categorization
system provides a startingpoint. If the predictionsoffered here are supported,this will
present a phenomenonto be explained; we may then consider whether it is best explained by the currentambiguity-avoidancemodel, some other ambiguity-avoidance
model, or some other model entirely.9
In examining the use of RP/comp in object relative clauses, I consider not only the
ambiguity-avoidancemodel, but also the 'anaphoricity'hypothesis discussed earlier.
While neitherElsness nor Ferreiraand Dell discuss RP/compusage in relativeclauses,
the prediction of the anaphoricityhypothesis seems clear: by this model, the use of
RP/compshouldbe determinedby whetherthe subjectof the relativeclause is anaphoric
with items presented earlier in the discourse. By either Elsness's information-based
motivationfor the anaphoricityhypothesis or Ferreiraand Dell's 'availability'motivation, it is difficult to see why this hypothesiswould apply to embeddedclause subjects
but not to relativeclause subjects.'o(As notedearlier,the availabilityexplanationseems
less plausible in general with regardto writtenlanguage.)
In short,the question is this: is the use of RP/compin object relative clauses guided
more by ambiguity avoidance-reflected in the syntactic structureof the RC subject
phrase-or by anaphoricity?The situationis complicatedby the fact thatthe anaphoric
status of a noun phrase and its syntactic structureare far from independent.Consider
the categories in Table 1. Pronouns(categoryA) are anaphoricin the vast majorityof
cases; third-personpronounsare always anaphoric.Nouns with determiners(category
B) are also most likely to be anaphoric,especially if the determineris a definite one
(as it most often is). Plural noun phrases without determiners(category C) might or
might not be anaphoric;something like item 7 in Table I could conceivably occur
whetheror not companieshad been referredto previouslyin the discourse.Propernoun
phrases also (category D) may or may not be anaphoric.Thus the predictionsof the
anaphoricitymodel and the ambiguity-avoidancemodel may to a large extent coincide.
For this reason it is importantto examine the independentcontributionsof the two
models.
5. RP/coMP IN OBJECTRELATIVECLAUSES:A CORPUSSTUDY. The use of RP/comp

in

object relative clauses was examined statistically,using writtentext. The corpus used
was the Penn Treebank,a corpusof over one million words from the 1989 Wall Street
9 Underthis system, noun phrasesare categorizedaccordingto theirhead word (along with theirdeterminer, if any). It might be argued that they should be categorized in terms of their first word instead: if the
first word is a determiner,quantifier,or adjective,the phraseis not ambiguous;if the first word is a common
or propernoun,it is ambiguous.Actually,these two systems would yield very similarresults.In NPs involving
a determiner,the determinervirtuallyalways is the first word; in propernoun phrases,the first word most
often is a proper noun. However, a 'first-word'-basedsystem would yield different results in some cases
and might be worth considering.The question is, of course, which system is most plausible as a model of
the strategiesof language-users;this is difficult to know.
0oIt is true that relative clauses may involve either a complementizeror a relative pronoun, whereas
embeddedclauses may only use a complementizer;perhapsthis would make a difference for some reason.
In practice,however, object relativeclauses appearto involve complementizersratherthanrelativepronouns
in the vast majorityof cases (at least in newspapertext), as shown in ?5.
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Journal, annotatedwith syntactic information." The first 6 out of 25 segments of the
corpus(12,948 sentences)were analyzed,and all objectrelativeclauses were identified,
using a computerprogramespecially designedfor the purpose.An exampleof a sentence
from the corpus containingan object relative clause is shown in 11:
(11) ( ( S ( PP-TMPFor ( NP the fifth consecutive month) ), ( NP-SBJ purchasing
managers) ( VP said ( SBAR 0 ( S ( NP-SBJ ( NP prices ) ( PP for ( NP
( NP the goods ) ( SBAR ( WHNP-1 0 ) ( S ( NP-SBJ they ) ( VP purchased
(NP *T*- ) ) ) ) ) ) ) (VP fell ) ) ) ). ) )
The crucial informationto notice is that there is an NP, beginning with the goods,
containing another NP followed by an SBAR (i.e. an S-bar, S'). The SBAR begins
with a WHNP (relative pronounor complementizer);in the presentcase this contains
only 'O'(a null element),but if an RP/compwas includedit would occurin thatposition.
Following this is an S, containingan 'NP-SBJ'-a subjectnoun phrase-that contains
a word. If the relative clause were of the subject type, the NP-SBJ would not include
a word but rather '*T', indicating another null (trace) element. In short, an object
relative clause can be identified as an NP containingfirst an NP and then an SBAR,
which in turncontains a WHNP followed by an S whose NP-SBJ contains a non-null
element. Thatthis algorithmreliablyidentifiesall object relativeclauses was confirmed
by consultationof the documentationfor the treebank,as well as by comparisonwith
the results of a manual analysis of one section of the treebank. (One exception is
conjoinedrelative clauses-The dog that I chased and that I liked;these are not identified by the algorithm,and were thus not included in the present study. The algorithm
also identifies a small numberof nonobjectrelatives,such as possessive relatives;these
were weeded out by hand after runningthe program.)
One problematiccase involves relative clauses that themselves include embedded
clauses; these can be either subject type (12a,b) or object type (12c,d). RP/comp is
optional in either situation:
(12) a. The dog you said chased you is here.
b. The dog that you said chased you is here.
c. The dog you said you chased is here.
d. The dog that you said you chased is here.
Underboth the anaphoricitymodel and the ambiguity-avoidancemodel, it appearsthat
the same predictionswould be made for embeddedrelatives(whethersubjector object)
as for ordinaryobject relatives.For thatreason, all such relativeclauses were included
in the data set. Prepositionalrelatives (the man I talked to) were also included (but
not ones with fronted prepositions,e.g. the man to whom I talked: in this case, the
relative pronounis obligatory). Given these rules, categorizationwas unproblematic;
it was always clear whethera given case should or should not be included in the data
set.
This analysisproduceda corpusof 391 relativeclauses. These were inspectedindividually, and it was found that62 of them were in quotedstatements.These were excluded
1" See Marcuset al. 1993; furtherdocumentationis
providedat http://www.cis.upenn.edu/-treebank.The
corpus also includes some text from other sources, but only the WallStreet Journal portionof the treebank
was used in the currentstudy.
One might wonder whether the use of RP/comp in the Wall Street Journal is governed by an explicit
editorial policy. In response to a query, the style guide editor of the Journal indicatedonly that that is the
preferredform for restrictive relative clauses, while 0 is also permissible; there appears to be no more
specific policy beyond this.
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for two reasons. First, it seemed wiser to include written text only, as spoken and
writtenlanguagemay differ in certainrespects;secondly, in a quotationsentence(which
may be taken out of a longer discourse),it is often impossible to tell if a given element
is anaphoric.'2The remaining329 relativeclauses constitutedthe dataset for the study.
Of these, 90 involved a relative pronounor complementizer(27.4% of the total); 239
did not. For those that did, that was used in 87 cases; whom was used in 3 cases; no
otherrelativepronounswere used. The clauses were analyzedby handin two respects.
First, they were categorized as to the structureof the RC subject phrase accordingto
the system presentedin Table 1.13 Next, the clauses were analyzed as to whetherthe
subjectphrasewas anaphoric.Recall thatthe treebankconsists of excerptsfromnewspaper items (the beginning and ending of excerpts is markedin the treebank);while not
all excerpts include the entire news item, all excerpts contain a continuousportion of
the item startingat the beginning.14Thus it could usually be determinedwhether or
not something had been previously referred to in the item. There were sometimes
problems,however, in determiningwhethertwo discourseelements were coreferential.
About 2% of cases were consideredquestionable;these were simply categorizedinto
one category or anotheras consistently as possible."5
One might expect that in object relative clauses, subject phrases would most often
be anaphoric.Generally,restrictiverelative clauses are used to relate a new discourse
element (the matrixNP) to elements alreadypresentin the discourse;in such cases the
RC subjectshouldgenerallybe anaphoric.This provedto be the case; out of 329 cases,
the subject NP was anaphoricin 277 (84.2%). All third-personpronounswere simply
assumed to be anaphoric;other pronounswere checked individually, however, and a
small numberof first- and second-personpronounsproved to be nonanaphoric.

RP/comp
No RP/comp

A
(Pronoun)
17 (10.9%)
139 (89.1%)

B
(D + N)
18 (25.0%)
54
(75.0%)

C
(No D + N)
32 (84.2%)
6 (15.8%)

D
(ProperN)
23 (36.5%)
40
(63.5%)

TOTAL

63 (100.0%)
156 (100.0%)
72 (100.0%)
38 (100.0%)
TABLE2. Use of RP/comp in object relative clauses (by RC subject category).

Table 2 shows the aggregatedata regardingthe use of RP/comp and the syntacticstructurecategory of the RC subject phrase. A strong relationshipis seen, in exactly
the predicted direction. In proportionalterms, RP/comp is included least often with
pronounsand determiner+ noun constructions;it is included more often with propernoun phrases,and most often with determinerlesscommon-nounphrases.The relationship between these variables is highly significant (X2 = 85.93, p < 0.0001). Table 3
shows the aggregate data regardingthe use of RP/comp and anaphoricity.Here, too,
a highly significant relationshipis found: RP/comp is used much more often in nonanaphoriccases (X2 = 59.62, p < 0.0001).
12
In cases where part of a relative clause was in quotes, the clause was included if it appearedthat the
decision whetherto use an RP/comp rested with the writerratherthan the speaker.

13 This
yielded only two questionablecases. One was the noun phrase only a veryfew; the other was we
Southerners.Both were classed in category A.
14
This rule is not statedin the documentationfor the treebank,but inspectionof a largenumberof examples
confirmedit in every case, and it was thereforeassumed to be valid in general.
15 For example: In the phrase the minimumamountof cash an investormustput up (where investorshas
been used before), is an investor anaphoric?Or anotherexample: when are the pronounsone and nobody
anaphoric?See Hirst1981 andCarter1987 for discussionof some issues thatarisein determininganaphoricity.
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NONANAPHORIC

ANAPHORIC

RP/comp
No RP/comp

53

(19.1%)

37

(71.1%)

224

(80.9%)

15

(28.9%)

TOTAL
TABLE

52 (100.0%)
277 (100.0%)
3. Use of RP/comp in object relative clauses (by anaphoricity).

Next, the contributionsof anaphoricityand RC subject category were examined
independently.The relationshipbetween RC subject type and use of RP/comp was
analyzed for anaphoricand nonanaphoriccases separately(Table 4). For anaphoric
A
(Pronoun)

B
(D + N)

C
(No D + N)

D
(ProperN)

15 (78.9%)
4 (21.1%)

16 (29.6%)
38 (70.4%)

ANAPHORIC

16 (10.5%)
136 (89.5%)

RP/comp
No RP/comp

6

(11.5%)

46

(88.5%)

NONANAPHORIC

12 (60.0%)
17 (89.5%)
7 (77.8%)
1 (25.0%)
RP/comp
2 (10.5%)
2 (22.2%)
8 (40.0%)
No RP/comp
3 (75.0%)
4. Use of RP/comp by RC subject category (for anaphoric/non-anaphoric
TABLE
cases).

cases, a highly significantrelationshipwas found (x2 = 56.99, p < 0.0001); for nonanaphoriccases, the relationshipwas also significant,though only narrowlyso (x2 =
8.66, p < 0.05) (note the relatively small body of data here). In both cases, the pattern
is as expected:RP/compis used less often with pronounsanddeterminer+ nounphrases,
more often with propernouns and determinerlessnoun phrases (see Figure 1).

.9
0 .8
a.7
06

I-0-

anaphoric

-?-

".5
g .4

nonanaphoric

0 .3

.1
0-

A

B

C

D

FIGURE
1. Use of RP/comp by RC subject type.

Examining the data for the categories predicted to be ambiguous (C and D) and
unambiguous(A and B), we can see that the difference between category C and the
unambiguouscategories is greaterthan that between category D and the unambiguous
categories. (This was revealed statisticallyas well. When category C alone was compared to the union of categories A and B, a significant difference was observed for
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both anaphoricand nonanaphoriccases; when category D was comparedto the union
of categories A and B, the difference was significantfor anaphoriccases only.)16This
difference,too, might well be attributedto ambiguityavoidance.The competingsyntactic structurethat (accordingto the currentmodel) might be inadvertentlyimplied by a
proper-nounRC subject (category D) is the restrictiveappositive construction:something like the accountingfirm Smith & Jones. This constructionis relatively rare, and
the dangerof ambiguityit presentsmay not be as severe as in the case of determinerless
common-nounphrases (category C), where the competing construction-a plural or
mass noun precededby a noun-modifier-is much more common.
Table 5 shows the relationshipbetween the use of RP/compand anaphoricity,within
each syntactic-structurecategory (see also Figure 2). In two of the four categories, a
significant relationshipwas observed: determiner+ noun (X2 = 18.09, p < 0.0001)
and propernouns (X2 = 7.71, p < 0.01). For the othertwo categories,the relationship
was in the expected directionbut not significant (for pronouns,X2 = .84, p = 0.36;
for determinerlessNPs, X2 = .79, p = 0.37). Again, the relatively small data sets for
these categories should be borne in mind.
A (Pronoun)
RP/comp
No RP/comp
B (D + N)
RP/comp
No RP/comp
C (No D + N)
RP/comp
No RP/comp

ANAPHORIC

NONANAPHORIC

16 (10.5%)
136 (89.5%)

1 (25.0%)
3 (75.0%)

6 (11.5%)
(88.5%)

12 (60.0%)
8 (40.0%)

15 (78.9%)
4 (21.1%)

17 (89.5%)
2 (10.5%)

46

D (ProperN)
RP/comp
No RP/comp

7 (77.8%)
16 (29.6%)
2 (22.2%)
38 (70.4%)
TABLE5. Use of RP/comp by anaphoricity,for different RC subject categories.

The general conclusion seems clear: both ambiguity avoidance and anaphoricity
contributeindependentlyto the use of RP/comp in object relative clauses. Even when
only nonanaphoriccases were considered, RP/comp was significantly more likely to
be used with some syntacticcategoriesof RC subjectthanothers;when anaphoriccases
alone were considered,the same relationshipemergedeven more strongly.And in both
cases, the patternwas just as predicted by the ambiguity-avoidancemodel. On the
other hand, when only sentences within a certain syntactic-structurecategory were
considered,a significantbias towardsuse of RP/compin nonanaphoriccases emerged
in two out of four categories.
In orderto assess the relative importanceof anaphoricityand RC subjecton the use
of RP/comp,a logistic regressiontest was performed.For the purposesof this analysis,
the four categories of RC subjectwere collapsed into two, A plus B and C plus D. All
three variables(use of RP/comp, anaphoricity,and RC subject)were coded as dummy
variables with values of either 0 or 1. The test yielded coefficients of - 2.280 for
16For the comparisonbetween category C and the union of categories A and B: for anaphoriccases, X2

58.35, p < 0.0001; for non-anaphoriccases, X2 = 6.27, p < 0.05. For the comparisonbetween category
D and the union of categories A and B: for anaphoriccases, X2 = 12.07, p < 0.001; for non-anaphoric
cases, X2 = 1.53, p = 0.22.
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anaphoricity(p = 0.000) and 1.625 for relative-clausesubject(p = 0.017); the interaction between the two variableswas not significant.This confirmsthe earlierconclusion
that both anaphoricityand relative-clausesubject are factors in RP/comp usage, and
suggests that anaphoricitycarries slightly greaterweight.
The data regardingthe use of RP/comp in object relative clauses was analyzed with
respect to three other factors. First, the relationshipbetween the use of RP/comp and
the length of the relativeclause was examined.It seemed possible thatRP/compwould
be used more often before longer relative clauses-perhaps as a perceptualcue that a
long dependentclause is coming. If so, the findings reportedearliermight be an artifact
of this tendency;for example, pronounRC subjects might be associated with shorter
relative clauses. However, analysis of the data suggested that this concern was unfounded. The average length of relative clauses with RP/comp was 8.38 words; the
average length of those without RP/comp was 7.13 words, a differencejust short of
statisticalsignificance (F(1,327) = 3.35, p = 0.07).17 A second factorconsideredwas
animacy of the antecedent. Earlier data on relative pronoun use (Kikai et al. 1987,
Guy & Bayley 1995) suggests thatin general,wH-formsare more favoredwith animate
antecedents,while that is more favoredwith inanimateantecedents,with 0 in between.
While wH-formsare almost nonexistent in the currentdata, it seemed possible that
animacywould be a factorin the choice between that and 0. Again, however, analysis
of the data suggested otherwise; the relationshipbetween animacy of the antecedent
and RP/comp choice did not approachsignificance (X2 = .24, p = 0.63).
A third and more significant factor concerned cases where the head word of the
matrix NP and the relative clause are separated.The most common cause of this is a
17Regardless of the level of significance, the small difference in length found here (1.25 words) seems
to argue against RC length per se as an importantfactor in the use of RP/comp. Even if RC length were
not directly a factor, we would expect some difference in average length between RP/comp and 0 cases.
As noted earlier, pronoun subjects are strongly associated with no RP/comp, and since pronoun subject
phrasesare almost alwaysjust one word long (unlike other subjectphrasetypes), relativeclauses containing
them no doubt tend to be somewhat shorterthan others on average. Quite possibly the small difference in
length between RP/comp and 0 cases is mainly due to this factor.
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prepositionalphrase modifying the matrix NP, as in these two sentences from the
treebank:
(13) a. Alltel Corp. said it will acquire the 55% of Pond Branch Telephone
Company Inc.'s cellular franchisethat it doesn't own already.
b. CommonwealthEdison now faces an additionalcourt-orderedrefundon
its summer/winterrate differentialcollections that the Illinois Appellate
Court has estimatedat $140 million.
of
the
Analysis
object RC data set showed that 46.9% of cases with 'interruptions'(as
I call them) included an RP/comp, as opposed to only 25.2% of those without; this
difference proved to be statisticallysignificant (x2 = 6.80, p < 0.01). The possibility
that this factor was confoundedwith either RC subjecttype or anaphoricitywas ruled
out by tests showing that neitherof these variablesis significantlycorrelatedwith the
presence of 'interruptions'between the matrixNP head word and the relative clause.
What could account for the increased use of RP/comp with interruptedrelative
clauses? The ambiguity-avoidancehypothesis is one possibility. Recall that Elsness
(1984) pointedto ambiguityavoidanceto explain a similarphenomenon,the increased
use of that in embeddedclauses in cases where the matrixverb and embeddedclause
are separated.In thatcase, the complementizerserves a clear disambiguatingfunction;
withoutit, it would be unclearwhetherthe adverbialphraseappliedto the main clause
or the embeddedone. The dangerof ambiguityarises with interruptedRC constructions,
too: in many cases, the relative clause could attach either to the intended matrix NP
(the 55% in 13a) or to the PP object (Pond Branch TelephoneCompanyInc.'s cellular
franchise). In this case, however, it is not so clear how the use of RP/comp removes
the ambiguity;even with RP/comp, the relative clause could still attachto either NP.
One possibility is that there is simply a convention, understoodby producersand perceivers, thatwhen RP/compis used following an NP PP construction,the relativeclause
generally applies to the NP furtherback ratherthan to the more recent one.
6. GENERAL
DISCUSSION.
It is useful to bringtogetherthese findings aboutRP/comp
in relative clauses with the earlierfindings about that in embeddedclauses. Regarding
embedded clauses, it was noted that one importantfinding-the preference for that
in cases with adverbialmodifiers-seems most readily explained by the ambiguityavoidancehypothesis.Another,the preferencefor that with nonpronounas opposed to
pronounsubjects,can be explainedby either the anaphoricitymodel or the ambiguityavoidancemodel, providingwe allow for the possibility of a general(not word-specific)
syntacticstrategydistinguishingonly betweenpronounsandnonpronouns.A thirdfinding, the preferencefor thatwith nonanaphoricsubjectseven withinpronounandnonpronoun categories, seems most compatible with an anaphoricityexplanation.The most
naturalconclusion from this would seem to be that both anaphoricityand ambiguity
avoidance can influence syntactic choices. The data just presentedregardingrelative
clauses point to exactly the same conclusion. Anaphoricityseems to be a factor in the
use of RP/comp even within RC subjects of a certain syntactic type (at least, within
some categoriesof RC subject).But even when anaphoricityis controlled,thereemerges
a preferencefor RP/compwith some kinds of subjecttypes over others;andthe ambiguity-avoidanceaccount seems to provide the most plausible explanationfor this.
In terms of the frameworkproposed at the beginning of the study, there seems to
be evidence for ambiguityavoidance as a factor in syntactic strategies.However, the
evidence presentedso far seems to point entirely to general syntactic strategiesrather
than lexical ones: that is to say, ambiguityavoidance seems to be influenced more by
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generalconsiderationsof syntacticstructurethanby lexical distinctions.Some evidence
for this was presentedearlier:while writers tend to use that less often with pronoun
subjects,as shownby Elsness, neitherElsness norFerreiraandDell foundany difference
in this regardbetween seemingly ambiguity-pronepronounslike you and unambiguous
ones like I. Ferreiraand Dell found furtherevidence againstambiguityavoidanceat the
lexical level (not mentionedin my earlierdiscussion of their study). In one experiment,
subjects had to recall reducedrelative constructions,in which speakershave a choice
whether or not to include the relative pronoun and finite copula: for example, The
astronauts (who were) selected/chosen made history. Ferreiraand Dell reasoned that
if speakerswere guided by ambiguityavoidance,they might be more likely to use who
were with a verb like selected ratherthan one like chosen, since selected can also be
a simple past form (the astronauts selected theirflight plan ... ). However, no such
effect was found; speakersdid not tend to use a full relative constructionmore with
ambiguousverbs.
Ferreiraand Dell provide yet more evidence against ambiguity avoidance at the
lexical level. The authorsnote that while some verbs takingembeddedclauses are also
transitive(like announce), others are not (like insist):
(14) a. I announced(that) the meeting would be on Tuesday.
b. I announcedthe meeting.
c. I insisted (that) the meeting would be on Tuesday.
d. *I insisted the meeting.
If ambiguity avoidance were indeed a factor at the lexical level, speakers might be
more likely to use that with verbs like announcethatmight otherwisecause ambiguity,
as opposed to verbs like insist where ambiguityseems unlikely. To test this, the authors
found statistical data regardingthe frequency of verbs taking different complements
such as direct objects and embeddedclauses, and assigned each verb a measureof its
bias towardsEC complements.This was then comparedwith the tendency of subjects
in Ferreiraand Dell's experiments(reportedearlier)to use that following a given verb.
No significantcorrelationwas found, suggesting that the bias of certainverbs towards
non-ECcomplementsdoes not pressurespeakersto use thatmorefrequently.I examined
the same question regardingthe Penn Treebankdata: in embedded-clausesituations,
is thatused more frequentlywith verbs thatare also used transitivelymuch of the time?
The data is shown in Figure 3 (the entire Wall Street Journal portion of the treebank
was used for this experiment).Only verbs that frequentlyoccur in EC situations (40
times or more in the treebank)are shown-a total of 26 verbs. The proportionof EC
occurrencesof the verb using that is plotted againstthe proportionof the time that the
verb is used transitively.A bias towardsthat with often-transitiveverbs would predict
a positive relationship;a positive relationshipis found,butonly a very small (nonsignificant) one (r = .136, p = 0.51). While verbs like say and think fit the hypothesized
pattern,verbs like argue andagree go againstit; they arealmostnever used transitively,
yet are almost always used with that.18
18 The data was also analyzed in another way: for each verb, I examined the relationshipbetween the
tendencyto includethatin embeddedclauses andthe proportionof occurrencesof the verbin which it takesan
embeddedclause (as opposed to other usages: intransitive,transitive,indirectquestion,etc.). The ambiguityavoidance hypothesis might predict that that would be used more with verbs that were used less often in
embeddedclauses. Again, a relationshipin the expected directionwas found, but it was very small and not

significant.
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3. Verbs taking embeddedclauses in the Penn Treebank.

In short,studiesof severalquitedifferentsituations(verbsin reducedrelativeclauses,
verbs takingembeddedclauses, and pronounsin embedded-clausesubjects)have failed
to produceany effect of ambiguityavoidanceat the lexical level.19 If ambiguityavoidance fails to emerge at this level, this seems to cast doubt as to whetherit might occur
at still more specific, situationallevels, underthe influence of semanticand pragmatic
factors-what I referred to earlier as 'tactical ambiguity avoidance'. For example,
suppose you wanted to say I announced (that) X was ..., where X is a noun phrase.
If tactical ambiguity avoidance were a factor, your decision to include that would
depend on whetheryou thought your listener was in any danger of thinking that you
intendedto say I announcedX, with X as a directobject. This might dependon whether
X is a plausible direct object for announce (the meeting is, while the corporation is
not);it mightalso dependon whetherI is a plausiblesubjectfor the sentencein question,
in general or in that specific situation. One reason to doubt that this kind of tactical
ambiguity avoidance takes place is that, if it did, we would expect it to show up at
the lexical level. Presumablysuch situation-specificambiguitiesarise more often with
announcethanwith insist (they neverarise with insist, since insist cannotbe transitive);
if tacticalambiguityavoidancewere at work, we would thereforeexpect thatthat would
occur more often with often-transitiveverbs, even if there was no general strategyto
this effect. Thus the apparentabsence of ambiguity avoidance at the lexical level
strongly argues against its reality at more situation-specificlevels as well.
Since there appearsto be significant evidence for ambiguity avoidance as a factor
in syntacticstrategies,it is appropriateto takeanotherlook at the primafacie plausibility
of this idea. First of all, it is hardlysurprisingthat ambiguityavoidanceis more promi19A recent study by Wasow and Arnold (2003) provides yet more supportfor this conclusion.
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nent at the general-strategiclevel ratherthan at the lexical-strategicor tactical level.
Avoiding ambiguityis hard:it requiresthinkingabouthow your sentence or a portion
of your sentence might be misconstrued.The more kinds of informationare taken into
account in this process, the harderit will be. Consideringlexical information(e.g. the
fact thatselected is more ambiguousthanchosen, or the fact thatyou is moreambiguous
than I) could be very computationallydemanding;consideringpragmaticfactors,even
more so. However, the use of general syntactic strategies(such as 'use that in relative
clauses when the RC subject is determinerless')seems much more feasible-particularly if the numberof strategiesis relatively small, and the conditionsfor their application are defined in a fairly simple way. One might also ask whetherit would even do
any good to incorporatesemantic or pragmaticfactors in syntactic choices. If people
do not use such informationin PARSING
language, there is no point in considering it
when tryingto avoid ambiguity.The extent to which nonsyntacticinformationis used
in parsing is one of the perennialquestions of psycholinguistics;while this is hardly
a resolved issue, there is considerableevidence that the initial interpretationof a sentence is guided primarilyby syntacticfactors (Mitchell 1994:388-99). If so, it may be
that bringing semantic or pragmaticinformationto bear in avoiding ambiguitywould
have little benefit, at least with regardto the initial stage of parsing.
One mightwonderwhetherambiguityavoidanceoperatesdifferentlybetween spoken
and written language. In one respect, the need for ambiguityavoidance may actually
be greaterin speech thanin writing,due to the greatertime pressureson comprehension
(as well as other hindrances-distractions, competing sound sources, and the like). In
anotherrespect,we mightexpect to find ambiguityavoidancemorein writtenlanguage,
since writing allows more time for such considerationsto be broughtto bear (although
once again, the kind of strategic ambiguityavoidance hypothesized here may not be
especially demanding).In any case, it cannotbe assumedthatthe phenomenaobserved
here in writing would necessarily be reflected in speech.20
It was observed earlier that syntactic choices are a well-documentedphenomenon
in language. In some cases they appear to be guided by considerations other than
ambiguity avoidance. For example, it has been shown that in the case of V NP PP
constructions,speakerstend to place the NP after the PP in cases where it is 'heavier'-longer, essentially (Arnold et al. 2000).21Anotherfactor in syntactic choices is
whathas been called 'syntacticpersistence'or 'syntacticpriming'.In choosing between
'double object' uses (15a) and 'prepositionalobject' uses (15b) of ditransitiveverbs,
speakersfavor the usage they have recently heard or used.
(15) a. The girl gave the boy the book.
b. The girl gave the book to the boy.
This has been demonstratedboth for a single speaker(where the syntax of sentences
read aloud affects spontaneouslygeneratedsentences [Bock 1986]), and for dialogue
situations(where one speaker's syntacticbehaviorinfluences another[Braniganet al.
2000]). The role of factors such as 'heaviness' and syntactic persistence in syntactic
choices suggests that ambiguity avoidance is far from the only considerationguiding
20 In a study of relative
pronounusage including both written and spoken data, Guy and Bayley (1995)
note the tendency to include that with interruptedRCs (as has been observed here for written data), and
suggest that this may reflect pressuresof ambiguity avoidance. However, the authorsdo not analyze this
phenomenonin spoken and writtendata separately.
21Speakersalso tend to place the NP last if it involves new, ratherthangiven, information,but 'heaviness'
has been shown to play a role independentlyof 'newness'; see Arnold et al. 2000.
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such choices. On the other hand, these phenomenaalso provide a kind of supportfor
the plausibilityof generalsyntacticstrategiesfor ambiguityavoidance,by showing that
similar strategiesexist elsewhere-strategies in which one syntacticoption or another
may be chosen based on factors that, in themselves, are primarilysyntactic.
At the most general level, the currentstudy adds a small piece to the steadily (if
slowly) growingbody of evidence for ambiguityavoidanceas an importantdeterminant
of syntacticstructureand behavior.As noted earlier,ambiguityavoidancehas received
a number of scattered mentions in the syntactic literature,but has not received the
focused and systematic attention it deserves. Relative clauses provide an instructive
example of the explanatorypower of ambiguity avoidance. As noted by Bever, the
simple fact that relative pronounsor complementizersare required,in standardusage
at least,22in subject but not object relative clauses is very naturallyexplained by an
ambiguity-avoidanceaccount. In addition, the currentstudy suggests that ambiguity
avoidance is an importantfactor in the use of RP/comp with object relative clauses.
Ambiguityavoidancecan accountfor the preferencefor RP/compwith some RC subject
types over others, and also for the tendency to use RP/comp with interruptedrelative
clauses. Thus both the rules regardingthe use of RP/comp and the variationwithin
those rules seem to be attributableto ambiguityavoidance.Whetherother phenomena
would also be illuminatedby an ambiguity-avoidanceapproachremainsto be seen; at
the very least, this approachwarrantsfurtherstudy and attention.
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